FAKE MODERN

A gallery of fakes forged by contemporary artists and peddled by reputable London gallerists including Graham Steele (White Cube), Sara Harrison (Hauser & Wirth) and Martine d’Anglejan-Chatillon (Thomas Dane). Includes fake paintings, inflatable ‘stone’ sculptures, aped styles, appropriated images and other desirable shams and scams.

Held at Camden Arts Centre.

ARTISTS’ STALLS AND ROAMING PERFORMANCES

Friday 17 April 2010

2.00pm–5.00pm / 7.00pm–10.00pm
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The residency programme sits at the very heart of all that Camden Arts Centre does. More than 80 artists from across the world have occupied the Artists’ Studio, taking time to think, realise new ideas, tackle different disciplines and create new work. Their presence adds vitality and personality to the arts programme and has resulted in some remarkable projects.

**Where's It About?**

**Artists’ Residencies at Camden Arts Centre**

Camden Arts Centre’s internationally acclaimed residency programme.

2010 marks the 20th anniversary of Outset Contemporary Art Fund and the Big Rip Off! gives artists license to plunder the history of financial misdemeanours and raise funds through underhand means.

The residency programme is celebrated in a series of commissions, residencies and installations.

More than 80 artists from across the world have occupied the Artists’ Studio, taking time to think, realise new ideas, tackle different disciplines and create new work. Their presence adds vitality and personality to the arts programme and has resulted in some remarkable projects.
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